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Abstract

Introduction: The Haemophilia Activities List (HAL) and paediatric HAL assess self-

reported limitations in various daily activities. To reduce patient burden, shorter

versions of the pedHAL (22 items) andHAL (18 items) have been developed.

Aim: This study aimed to determine the agreement between the pedHAL/HALfull

and pedHAL/HALshort and construct validity and internal consistency of the

pedHAL/HALshort in persons with haemophilia (PWH).

Methods:Across-sectional secondary analysis of theHemophilia in theNetherlands-6

national survey was performed. Adult and paediatric PWH completed the origi-

nal pedHAL/HALfull, from which pedHAL/HALshort were derived. Score differences

between the original and short versions were calculated. Construct validity was stud-

ied by testing hypotheses regarding the relationship of the pedHAL/HALshort with

the pedHAL/HALfull, Haemophilia&ExerciseProject Test-Questionnaire (HEP-Test-Q),

Canadian Haemophilia Outcomes-Kids’ Life Assessment Tool (CHO-KLAT) and RAND

36-itemHealth Survey (RAND-36) (convergent/discriminant validity) aswell as its abil-

ity to discriminate between subgroups (known-group validity). Internal consistency

was assessed with Cronbach’s α.
Results:We included113 children (median 10y [range 4–17], 53% severe haemophilia)

and 691 adults (median 51y [range 18–88], 35% severe). Scores of the pedHAL/HALfull

and pedHAL/HALshort were similar with high correlations (>0.9). Construct valid-

ity was confirmed for the pedHAL/HALshort. The HALshort was able to discriminate

between different disease severities and ages. Cronbach’s α of the pedHAL/HALshort

was 0.95–0.97.

Conclusion: This study confirmed the agreement between the pedHAL/HALfull and

the pedHAL/HALshort and the construct validity of the pedHAL/HALshort. The next step
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is to study construct validity of the pedHAL/HALshort when administered as short

forms.
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activities, haemophilia, participation, patient-reported outcome, validity

1 INTRODUCTION

The paediatric Haemophilia Activities List (pedHAL) and Haemophilia

Activities List (HAL) assess self-reported limitations in various activ-

ities of daily living, which are relevant to children and adults

with haemophilia.1–4 The pedHAL consists of 53 items and the

HAL of 42 items, both distributed over seven domains: ‘(lying

down)/sitting/kneeling/standing’, ‘functions of the legs’, ‘functions of

the arms’, ‘use of transportation’, ‘self-care’, ‘household tasks’ and

‘leisure activities and sports’. Since these questionnaires are rou-

tinely used for outcome assessment, feasibility is crucial. Especially

within the constraints of a clinical practice, it may take too much

time to administer questionnaires. Time was mentioned as a barrier

for clinical use of outcome measures in general as well as within

the field of haemophilia.5–7 Ideally, patients complete questionnaires

before the outpatient consultation, which the clinician discusses with

patients during the consultation (e.g. KLIK Patient Reported Outcome

Measures [PROM] portal [www.hetklikt.nu]).8 In order to enhance fea-

sibility, we developed shorter versions of the pedHAL (22 items) and

HAL (18 items).9,10 For both the pedHAL and HAL, the short versions

are derived from the original versions which allows for longitudinal

studies that use the pedHAL/HAL to switch to the pedHAL/HALshort.

The item reduction of >50% for both questionnaires will substantially

reduce the burden of time for completing the questionnaires. Before

widespread introduction of the pedHALshort and HALshort, further val-

idation is needed. For children the pedHALshort was developed in an

international dataset but was not validated in other datasets.9 For

adults theHALshort wasdevelopedandvalidated in data fromAmerican

persons with haemophilia (PWH) only.10

This study aimed to determine the (1) agreement between the

pedHAL/HALfull and pedHAL/HALshort, (2) construct validity and (3)

internal consistency of the pedHAL/HALshort to assess limitations in

activities and participation in Dutch PWH.

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Study design and study population

This study was a secondary analysis of the cross-sectional Hemophilia

in theNetherlands-6 (HiN-6) nationwide survey.11 All PWHA (congen-

ital factor VIII deficiency) and B (congenital factor IX deficiency) of all

severities aged ≥4 years (n= 2192) were invited to complete a survey,

in the period from June 2018 until July 2019. The response rate was

46% (n = 1009). For the current analysis (from June 2021 to Decem-

ber 2021) PWHwho completed theHALor pedHALwere included (n=

804). In the HiN population the median age at initiation of prophylaxis

in patientswith severe haemophilia was three (range 0–79). In patients

with haemophilia A 7%was treated with extended half-life FVIII prod-

ucts and in patientswith haemophiliaB29%was treatedwith extended

half-life FIX products.11

In children (4–17 years) data on the pedHALfull, pedHALshort,

Haemophilia & Exercise Project Test-Questionnaire (HEP-Test-Q) and

Canadian Haemophilia Outcomes-Kids’ Life Assessment Tool version

2.0 (CHO-KLAT2.0) were analysed. For children aged 4–11 years par-

ents were asked to complete the questionnaires. Children aged 12–17

years completed the questionnaires by themselves. In adults (≥18

years) data on the HALfull, HALshort, HEP-Test-Q and RAND 36-item

Health Survey (RAND-36) were analysed. Patients completed the

original pedHAL/HAL, fromwhich the pedHAL/HALshort was derived.

The HiN-6 study was approved in 2018 by the Medical Ethics

Committee at Leiden UniversityMedical Center.

2.2 Measurements

2.2.1 Pediatric haemophilia activities List(short)

The pedHAL assesses self-reported limitations in activities and partic-

ipation in children with haemophilia.3,4 It consists of a patient version

(8–17years) andparent version (4–17years). Theoriginal pedHALcon-

tains 53 items and the pedHALshort contains 22 items, distributed over

seven domains. Patients score the items on a6-point Likert scale (In the

previous month, did you have any difficulty, due to haemophilia, with:

‘impossible’, ‘always’, ‘usually’, ‘sometimes’, ‘almost never’, ‘never’),with a

‘not applicable (N/A)’ scoring option.Domain scores and sumscores are

converted to a normalized domain score ranging from0 (worst possible

functional abilities) to 100 (best possible functional abilities) according

the scoring tool available at www.vancreveldkliniek.nl. Domain, com-

ponent and sumscores areonly calculated if aminimumof50%of items

of a domain or component are scored on the 6-point Likert scale. For

the pedHALshort only the sumscore should beused since somedomains

only have one or two items in the pedHALshort.
9

2.2.2 Haemophilia activities List(short)

The HAL is a validated instrument for assessment of self-reported

limitations in activities and participation in PWH.1,2 The original HAL

contains 42 items and the HALshort contains 18 items, distributed over
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KUIJLAARS ET AL. 1009

seven domains. Patients score the items on a 6-point Likert scale (In

the past month, did you have any difficulty, due to haemophilia, with:

‘impossible’, ‘always’, ‘mostly’, ‘sometimes’, ‘rarely’, ‘never’), with a ‘not

applicable (N/A)’ scoring option for some items. Domain scores, com-

ponent scores and sum scores are converted to a normalized domain

score ranging from 0 (worst possible functional abilities) to 100 (best

possible functional abilities). Domain, component and sum scores are

only calculated if a minimum of 50% of items of a domain or compo-

nent are scored on the 6-point Likert scale. For the HALshort only the

sum score should be used since some domains only have one or two

items in the HALshort.
10

2.2.3 Haemophilia and exercise project
test-questionnaire

The HEP-test-Q is a validated questionnaire for the assessment

of self-reported physical performance in children and adults with

haemophilia.12,13 The HEP-test-Q consists of 25 items pertaining to

four domains (‘mobility’, ‘strength & coordination’, ‘endurance’ and

‘body perception’). The response options are a 5-point Likert scale

(‘never’ to ‘always’). Subscales and the total score were transformed

to a scale ranging from 0 to 100 with high scores indicating better

physical performance.12,13 Convergent and discriminant validity of the

HEP-test-Q were moderate to good in children and adults. The inter-

nal consistency of the HEP-test-Q was high in children and adults

(Cronbach’s α 0.94–0.96).12,13

2.2.4 Canadian haemophilia outcomes-kids’ life
assessment tool

The CHO-KLAT2.0 measures disease specific quality of life in children

with haemophilia.14,15 The CHO-KLAT2.0 consists of a patient version

and a parent version, both with 35 items. The response options are a

5-point Likert scale. Scores range from 0 to 100, with higher scores

indicating better health status.14,15 Content validity, test–retest relia-

bility and construct validity of the CHO-KLAT were good.16 According

to the developers the CHO-KLAT was not intended to contain homo-

geneous items. Therefore, assessment of internal consistency was

considered not to be appropriate.17

2.2.5 RAND 36-item health survey

The RAND-36measures health related quality of life across 8 domains

(‘physical functioning’, ‘role limitations due to physical health prob-

lems’, ‘bodily pain’, ‘general health’, ‘energy/fatigue’, ‘social functioning’,

‘role limitations due to emotional health problems’ and ‘emotionalwell-

being’) and construct validity has been studied in PWH.18,19 In 6/8

domains patients score the items on a 3–6-point Likert scale and in

2/8 domains patients score ‘yes’ or ‘no’. Scores range from 0 to 100,

with higher scores indicating better health status.18,20 The internal

consistency of the RAND-36was high (Cronbach’s α 0.78–0.95).19

2.2.6 Patient characteristics

Patient characteristics included age at pedHAL/HAL assessment,

type of haemophilia (A or B), severity of the disease (mild [factor

VIII/IX activity 0.06–0.40 IU/ml], moderate [factor VIII/IX activity

0.01–0.05 IU/ml] or severe [factor VIII/IX activity <0.01 IU/ml]), cur-

rent clotting factor regimen (prophylaxis yes/no) and inhibitor status

(never/current/former).

2.3 Statistical analyses

Data were checked for normality and are presented as median

(interquartile ranges [IQR]: P25–P75) or as proportions where appro-

priate. Statistical analyses were performedwith SPSS (version 26, IBM

Corp.) and RStudio (version 4.1.2.). The used R package was ‘psych’ to

calculate Cronbach’s alpha.

The bootstrapped differences between the pedHALfull versus

pedHALshort and HALfull versus HALshort and bias corrected accel-

erated (BCa) 95% confidence intervals (CI) of the differences were

calculated using bootstrapping (1000 iterations) because the scores

were left skewed distributed. In addition, the proportions of ‘posi-

tive’ scores (pedHAL ≤95, HAL ≤90) and positive predictive value of

the pedHAL/HALshort were calculated and shown in a cross table. The

thresholds of ≤95 for the pedHAL and ≤90 for the HAL are based

on reported limits of agreement (LoA) of test-retest data4,21 and in

accordance with previous studies.9,10,22

Construct validity was studied by testing hypotheses regarding

correlations between the sum scores of the pedHAL/HALfull versus

pedHAL/HALshort and hypotheses regarding the relationship of the

pedHAL/HAL(short) with the HEP-Test-Q and CHO-KLAT (convergent

validity). Prior to the analysis a consensus based cut-off point of <0.15

was defined, which was used for the differences between the cor-

relations (Δ r) of the HEP-Test-Q and CHO-KLAT with the original

versus the short versions of the pedHAL/HAL. In addition, the corre-

lations of the HAL(short) with the RAND-36 physical functioning and

emotional well-being domains were compared (discriminant validity).

Finally, hypotheses regarding expected differences in HAL(short) sum

scores between subgroups on severity and age were tested for the

adults (known-group validity). In children, no differences were expected

between subgroups on severity and age. This is comparable to data

on the CHO-KLAT, Haemo-QoL and Pediatric Quality of Life Inven-

tory (PedsQL) in Canadian children17 and similar in the CHO-KLAT

and HEP-test-Q scores according to severity and age in the current

dataset. Hypotheses were defined a priori based on expert opinion

(KF, JN, IK). To test hypotheses regarding convergent validity and dis-

criminant validity, Spearman’s correlations were calculated because

some data showed skewed distributions. Correlation coefficients of

≥0.9 were considered as a very strong correlation, 0.7–0.89 as strong,

0.4–0.69 as moderate, 0.10–0.39 as weak and <0.10 as negligible.23

To test hypotheses regarding known-group validity, Mann-Whitney U

tests were performed and score differences were compared to the

smallest detectable change of the HAL.21
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TABLE 1 Patient characteristics

Patient characteristics

Children

(n= 113)

Adults

(n= 691)

Median (IQR) or number (%)

Age (years) 10.0 (7.0–13.5) 51.0 (34.0–62.0)

Haemophilia Aa 99 (88.4) 610 (88.9)

Haemophilia severity

Mild 39 (34.5) 337 (48.9)

Moderate 14 (12.4) 110 (15.9)

Severe 60 (53.1) 244 (35.3)

Prophylaxisb 66 (58.4) 232 (33.7)

Inhibitor statusc

Never 92 (84.4) 585 (88.8)

Current 0 (0) 12 (1.8)

Former 17 (15.6) 62 (9.4)

aIn children missing data (n = 1), in adults missing data/unknown (n = 5);
bin adults missing data (n= 3); cin childrenmissing data/unknown (n= 4), in

adults missing data/unknown (n= 32).

To determine internal consistency Cronbach’s α of the pedHALshort
andHALshort was calculated. Cronbach’s α should be between 0.70 and
0.95.24

3 RESULTS

3.1 Patient characteristics

A total of 113 children and 691 adults with haemophilia were included.

Patient characteristics are shown in Table 1. Median age at the time

of completing the pedHAL/HAL was 10.0 years (range 4–17) in chil-

dren and 51.0 years (range 18–88) in adults. In children the majority

had severe haemophilia (53.1%) and in adults the majority had mild

haemophilia (48.9%). All children with severe haemophilia and 35.7%

of the children with moderate haemophilia were treated with prophy-

laxis. In adults, 87.7% of the patients with severe haemophilia and

12.7% of the patients with moderate haemophilia were treated with

prophylaxis. In children aged 4–11 years (n = 70, 61.9%) parents com-

pleted the questionnaires and children aged 12–17 years completed

the questionnaires by themselves (n = 43, 38.1%). The proportion

of severe haemophilia was slightly higher in the older children who

completed the questionnaires by themselves (60.5%) compared to the

younger children (48.6%).

3.2 PedHALfull versus pedHALshort

3.2.1 Agreement

The median (IQR) sum score of the pedHALfull was slightly lower

than the pedHALshort (99.6 [96.9–100] vs. 100 [96.8 – 100]). The bias

TABLE 2 Cross table to show the proportions of ‘positive’ scores
on the pedHAL/HALshort versus pedHAL/HALfull

pedHALshort

≤95 >95

pedHALfull ≤95 19 (86.4%) 3 (13.6%)

>95 2 (2.2%) 88 (97.8%)

HALshort

≤90 >90

HALfull ≤90 311 (99.7%) 1 (0.3%)

>90 19 (5.0%) 360 (95.0%)

Based on reported limits of agreement (LoA) of test-retest data, limitations

in activities and participation were defined as ≤95 for the pedHAL and ≤90

for the HAL.

corrected mean difference between the pedHALfull and pedHALshort

sum scores was −0.3 with 95% CI of −0.5 to −0.1. ‘Positive’ scores

(≤95) were reported in 20.4% for the pedHALfull and 18.8% for the

pedHALshort. The vast majority (86.4%) of the patients who reported a

score≤95 on the pedHALfull, reported a score≤95 on the pedHALshort,

which is shown in Table 2.

3.2.2 Construct validity

The hypotheses regarding convergent validity were confirmed and

shown in Table 3. The correlation between the pedHALfull and

pedHALshort was 0.91 (95% confidence interval [95% CI]: 0.86–0.94)

and the sum scores of the pedHALfull and pedHALshort are shown in

Figure 1. The differences in correlationswerewithin the criterion ofΔ r

< 0.15, for both the HEP-test-Q (pedHALfull r= 0.40 and pedHALshort r

= 0.42) and CHO-KLAT (pedHALfull r= 0.46 and pedHALshort r= 0.44).

3.2.3 Internal consistency

The internal consistency of the pedHALshort was high with Cronbach’s

α of 0.95.

3.3 HALfull versus HALshort

3.3.1 Agreement

The median (IQR) sum score of the HALfull was slightly higher than the

HALshort (92.9 [66.5–100] vs. 92.2 [62.4–100]. Thebias correctedmean

(IQR) difference between the sum scores of the HALfull and HALshort

was 1.2 with 95% CI of 1.1–1.4. ‘Positive’ scores (≤90) were reported

in 45.2% for the HALfull and 47.8% for the HALshort. The vast major-

ity (99.7%) of the patients who reported a score ≤90 on the HALfull,

reported a score≤90 on the HALshort, which is shown in Table 2.
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KUIJLAARS ET AL. 1011

TABLE 3 A priori defined hypotheses to determine construct validity of the pedHALshort and HALshort and known-group validity of the
HALshort

PedHALshort Confirmed

Convergent validity

r pedHALfull vs. pedHALshort >0.90 V

r pedHALfull – HEP-Test-Q vs. r pedHALshort – HEP-Test-Q:Δ r< 0.15 V

r pedHALfull – CHO-KLAT vs. r pedHALshort – CHO-KLAT:Δ r< 0.15 V

HALshort

Convergent validity

r HALfull vs. HALshort >0.90 V

r HALfull – HEP-Test-Q vs. r HALshort – HEP-Test-Q:Δ r< 0.15 V

Discriminant validity

r HALshort – RAND-36 physical functioning> r HALshort – RAND-36 emotional well-being V

Known-group validity

Severity: severe vs. non-severe haemophilia V

Age: 18–49 years vs. 50–88 years V

r = correlation, Δ = delta: the delta in correlations between the pedHAL/HALshort and pedHAL/HALfull with the HEP-Test-Q/CHO-KLAT should be <0.15.

CHO-KLAT: Canadian Haemophilia Outcomes-Kids’ Life Assessment Tool, HAL: Haemophilia Activities List, HEP-Test-Q: Haemophilia & Exercise Project

Test-Questionnaire, pedHAL: paediatric Haemophilia Activities List, RAND-36: RAND36-itemHealth Survey.

F IGURE 1 Scatterplot of the pedHALfull and pedHALshort sum scores (n= 112)
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F IGURE 2 Scatterplot of the HALfull and HALshort sum scores (n= 691)

3.3.2 Construct validity

The correlation between the HALfull and HALshort was 0.99 (95% CI:

0.99–0.99) and the sum scores of the HALfull and HALshort are shown

in Figure 2. For both adults with mild/moderate haemophilia (n = 447)

and adults with severe haemophilia (n= 244) the correlation was 0.99.

For adults aged 18–49 years the correlationwas 0.98 (n= 334) and for

adults aged 50–88 years 0.99 (n= 357).

The hypotheses regarding convergent and discriminant validity

were confirmed and shown in Table 3. The correlations between the

HEP-test-Q and the HALfull (r = 0.77) and HEP-test-Q and HALshort (r

= 0.77) were similar. In accordance with our hypotheses there was a

strong correlation with the RAND-36 ‘physical functioning’ (r = 0.82)

and a weak correlation with the RAND-36 ‘emotional well-being’ (r =

0.21).

The hypotheses regarding known-group validity were confirmed

for the HALshort and shown in Table 3. Adults with mild/moderate

haemophilia reported less limitations than adults with severe

haemophilia (median [IQR] HALshort: 97.8 [85.6–100] vs. 62.5

[42.3–87.8], p < 0.001) (Table S1). In addition, the HALshort was able

to discriminate between adults with mild and moderate haemophilia

(Table S2 and Figure S1). Adults aged 18–49 years reported less

limitations than adults aged 50–88 years (median [IQR] HALshort:

97.8 [82.2–100] vs. 82.2 [49.4–98.9], p < 0.001) (Table S1). Differ-

ences between groups were larger than the smallest detectable

change of 10.2 of the HAL.21 Boxplots with sum scores of both the

HALshort and HALfull were shown in Figure 3 for subgroups on severity

and age.

3.3.3 Internal consistency

The internal consistency of the HALshort was high with Cronbach’s α of
0.97.

4 DISCUSSION

This study analyzed pedHALshort and HALshort data with the aim to

determine their agreement with the original pedHAL/HAL as well as

construct validity. The differences between the sum scores of the

pedHAL/HALfull and pedHAL/HALshort were not clinically relevant and

the sum scores showed high correlations (>0.9). The positive predic-

tive value for the pedHALshort was 86.4% and for the HALshort 99.7%.

Compared to the original questionnaires, convergent validity and dis-

criminant validity was confirmed. In addition, the HALshort was able

to discriminate between adults with different disease severities and

ages (18–49 years vs. 50–88 years). The internal consistency of the

pedHALshort and HALshort was high (Cronbach’s α: 0.95–0.97).

4.1 Internal and external validity

The generalizability of the results to PWH with comparable treat-

ment regimens was promoted by inclusion of a heterogeneous group

of Dutch children and adults with haemophilia of all severities. How-

ever, severe haemophilia was overrepresented in children: 53% had

severe haemophilia in the HiN data compared with 33% in the Dutch
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KUIJLAARS ET AL. 1013

F IGURE 3 Boxplots of the HALfull and HALshort sum scores to show the differences between subgroups on severity and age (known-group
validity) in adults

haemophilia population.11 The high pedHAL scores reported by chil-

dren suggested that these results are most applicable to intensively

treated patients such as Dutch patients receiving early prophylaxis.

When comparing the pedHAL/HALfull and pedHAL/HALshort, the

small differences between the sum scores were considered to be not

clinically relevant. For the HAL the mean (95% CI) difference was

1.2 (1.1;1.4), which was well below the smallest detectable change of

10.2.21 The mean (95% CI) difference between the pedHALfull and

pedHALshort was even smaller at below 1 point (−0.3 [−0.5; −0.1])

and therefore by default below the smallest detectable change of the

pedHAL.

In addition, to determine known-group validity of the HALshort the

smallest detectable change of the original HALwas used, because data

on the smallest detectable change of the HALshort are not available.

Rather than asking participants to complete two questionnaires,

the pedHAL/HALshort scores were derived from the original question-

naires completed for the HiN-6 study. We are unable to predict how

this could have influenced the findings in the present study.

4.2 Comparison with other studies

The construct validity of the HALshort in the current study with Dutch

subjects was comparable to the results of the HALshort development

study in American subjects (HALshort versus RAND-36 ‘physical func-

tioning’ [r= 0.82] andHALshort versus SF-36 Physical component score

[r = 0.77]).10 For the pedHALshort the current study was the first

validation study and known-group validity was not assessed in the

developmental stage of the HALshort.

Known-group validity was not tested for the pedHALshort as the

experts expected no differences between subgroups on severity or

age in Dutch children receiving intensive treatment. This is in line

with results from the CHO-KLAT, Haemo-QoL and PedsQL, reporting

that none of these patient-reported outcomes were able to distinguish

betweenmoderate versus severe disease anddifferent ages. This study

did not include patients with mild haemophilia.17 Internal consistency

of the HALshort (Cronbach’s α 0.97) was comparable to other out-

comes on physical functioning like the RAND-36 physical functioning

and HEP-test-Q (Cronbach’s α: 0.95–0.96).12,19 Although reduction of
one or more items can be considered,24 the stepwise approach includ-

ing item deletion based on internal consistency did not result in less

items.10

To assess haemophilia-specific limitations in physical activities the

pedHALshort andHALshort are the shortest patient-reported outcomes.

To solve issues like lengthy questionnaires, another development in the

field of haemophilia is the introduction of generic Patient Reported

OutcomesMeasurement Information System (PROMIS) item banks. In

adults, the PROMIS Computer Adaptive Test (CAT) ‘physical function’

was demonstrated to be a feasible, reliable and valid alternative to the

HALfull for PWH, with a low number of items (mean number of items

was 6.0) which is even lower than the 18 items of the HALshort.
25 How-

ever, before implementation of PROMIS CATs in day-to-day care and

research several issues need to be addressed like good IT facilities for

digital administration of CATs, clear visual feedback and cut-off scores

which helps in interpreting, monitoring and discussing individual items

or scores, and budget for using CATs.26,27 Therefore, the HALshort will

still be of value for clinical practice. In addition, PROMIS items banks

still lack validation in children with haemophilia.
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4.3 Clinical implications and future research

The pedHALshort andHALshort are considered to be valid andmore fea-

sible alternatives to the original questionnaires to measure limitations

in activities and participation in children and adults with haemophilia.

Both short versions can be derived from the original pedHAL/HAL,

which allows for use in longitudinal studies. The questionnaires can be

requested at www.vancreveldkliniek.nl.

Until now the pedHALshort andHALshort sum scoreswere calculated

from the selected items of the original questionnaires. The next step is

to evaluate the pedHALshort and HALshort when administered as short

forms. In addition, we recommend to study the discriminative value

of the pedHALshort by comparing pedHALshort scores of patients with

intensive and less intensive treatment regimens.

5 CONCLUSION

This study showed the agreement between the original

pedHAL/HALfull and the pedHAL/HALshort and the construct validity

of the pedHAL/HALshort. The pedHALshort (22 items) and HALshort (18

items) were valid, internal consistent and more feasible alternatives

to the original questionnaires to measure limitations in activities and

participation in children and adults with haemophilia. The next step

is to evaluate the construct validity of the pedHALshort and HALshort

when administered as short forms.
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